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ABSTRACT
The following article addresses the appropriation of the “spiritual style” paradigm,
_
as articulated by certain well-known ﬁlmmakers (e.g., Robert Bresson and Yasujiro
Ozu) and ﬁlm theorists (e.g., Henri Agel, Amédée Ayfre, Susan Sontag, and Paul
Schrader), into the Israeli-Judaic cinematic context through a close analysis of
Avishai Sivan’s debut feature, The Wanderer (2010). This reading maintains that the
“spiritual style” is not used in the ﬁlm as it was traditionally imagined—that is, to
validate divine existence—but rather as means of questioning the nature and value
of this existence. This skeptical position, however, never amounts to a wholehearted
denial of the possibility of a god, since it is articulated from within the “spiritual
style” rather than from without. Thus when interpreted through its formal language,
the ﬁlm emerges as a complex attempt at balancing rejections and afﬁrmations of
devotional life, one suitable for a period in Israeli history where the once oppositional
Judaic and secular realities have gradually become more intertwined.

There are moments in which, to use a Talmudic phrase, heaven and earth kiss
each other; in which there is a lifting of the veil at the horizon of the known,
opening a vision to what is eternal in time.
—Abraham Joshua Heschel1
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In the opening to his oft-quoted essay on ﬁlm and theology, the famed French
theorist André Bazin elegantly stated, without resorting to qualiﬁcation, that
“the cinema has always been interested in God.”2 What may be dismissed at
ﬁrst glance as yet another example of the writer’s notorious predilection to bold
generalization does in fact hold true for the history of cinema. No more than two
years after their ﬁrst screening, the Lumière brothers sent their representatives to
document the staging of a passion play at the Bohemian village of Horitz. Released
under the (misleading) title The Passion of Oberammergau, the resultant product
prompted the creation of other, similar texts, turning “religious subjects [. . .] into
an important genre for the early ﬁlm industry.”3 Since then, countless ﬁlms have
taken the holy—a transcendent realm of being and power—as their principal
setting. The evolution of this interest in the holy was surely overdetermined by
various social and cultural factors; its roots, however, could be said to reside in
the nature of the medium itself. For, as Bazin also explains, “cinema is in itself
already a kind of miracle”4 in that, like a divine act, it too creates a world ex nihilo,
engendering a presence (an animated image) where once there was only absence
(a darkened screen).
This provocative analogy between ﬁlm and the miraculous was not lost on
early ﬁlm theorists. At face value, if read along the realist-formalist split, these
thinkers seemed predominantly concerned with the material question of whether
the ﬁlmic text should duplicate or manipulate visible nature. Yet, as Malcolm
Turvey explains, this split tends to obscure the fact that representatives from
both camps—such as Jean Epstein, Dziga Vertov, Béla Balázs, and Siegfried
Kracauer—were united in their belief that “cinema’s most signiﬁcant property,
one which the other arts do not possess (or at least not to the same degree), is
its ability to uncover features of reality invisible to human vision.”5 While this
ability resonated with a scientiﬁc mentality, it also possessed a pronounced
metaphysical undercurrent. Proof of this may be found in what Rachel Moore
deﬁnes as early ﬁlm theory’s “primitivist impulse”: that is, its reliance, in explaining
ﬁlm’s revelatory capability, “on primitive beliefs in animism, the sacred, ritual
sacriﬁce, idol worship, and sympathetic and homeopathic magic.”6 By revealing
reality’s strange and magical visions, these theorists argued, ﬁlm ceases to serve
as “an advanced form of modern communication” and offers instead “a renewal
of primitive faculties otherwise lost to postenlightenment culture.”7
Though early ﬁlm theory was clearly preoccupied with ﬁlm’s holy dimensions,
this interest was mostly implied. The situation changed drastically in the 1950s
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and 1960s, however, when key ﬁlm theorists came to engage these dimensions
explicitly and methodically. Their efforts coalesced around certain prominent
ﬁlmmakers, such as Robert Bresson, Yasujirō Ozu, and Carl Theodor Dreyer,
whose ﬁlms not only exhibited a similar interest on the level of theme but also
shared in a common, ascetic style. This stylistic tendency, contemporary theorists
argued, was motivated by a desire to purify the image from unwarranted intrusions
into reality’s metaphysical core—distractions that blind us from recognizing
reality as a threshold onto the ineffable. They related to this style under different
rubrics: “transcendental,” “sacramental,” and “sacred,” to name but a few. Yet
for the purpose of this discussion, it may be most conveniently described as
“spiritual,” as an indication not only of the aforementioned theorists’ mutual
interest in metaphysical realms but also of their overall inclination to extend
their arguments beyond a particular religious framework (mainly Christian) and
toward the broader category of “spirituality,” understood as the “enduring and
universally acknowledged ‘practices’ that evidence the presence of ‘Spirit’ (not the
Holy Spirit of the Trinity) in everyday life and are found in all world religions.”8
The surge of theoretical interest in spiritual stylistics beﬁtted a postwar
era characterized by intense devotional commitments and explorations. Yet as
the atmosphere changed in the 1970s, academic ﬁlm scholarship, inﬂuenced
by iconoclastic poststructuralism, gradually shied away from the language of
spirituality, which was deemed either naïve or oppressive; emphasizing instead the
connections between ﬁlm and social/psychological reality, it accordingly stunted
the growth of a multifaceted discussion of spiritualized ﬁlm form.9 Whatever
remained of this discussion, in turn, was dominated by certain inﬂuential elaborations of the aforementioned ascetic model of ﬁlm aesthetics, which effectively
overshadowed other voices of theoretical dissent. The discursive stasis ultimately
ensured that this model—this “spiritual style”—would maintain its presence in
the cinematic landscape and be incorporated by different ﬁlmmakers into diverse
cultural contexts.10
This article’s objective is to trace the migration of the spiritual style into
contemporary Judaic-themed11 Israeli ﬁlmmaking and account for its implications
for Israeli cinema’s attitude toward the divine realm. Using one ﬁlm—Avishai
Sivan’s The Wanderer (Hameshotet, Israel, 2010)—as a telling example, the following pages argue that the appropriation of this style in the Israeli context is not
geared toward the unreserved afﬁrmation of sacred truths which ﬁlm theory has
located in the oeuvre of Bresson and Ozu. If anything, Israeli ﬁlmmakers who
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utilize this style seem to occupy a skeptical position in relation to the holy and its
attendant theological claims. Yet because this position is articulated from within
the spiritual style—rather than from without—their skepticism never amounts
to a wholehearted negation of a holy sphere, but rather remains fraught with
ambivalence as to the nature of its existence.

The Spiritual Style

The theorist credited for having initiated the discourse on spiritual ﬁlm aesthetics
has arguably been André Bazin. A practicing Catholic, Bazin rarely made an
explicit connection between ﬁlm and the holy, yet as Bert Cardullo argues, faith
has always been “the primary source of his inspiration.”12 Bazin’s spiritual account
of ﬁlm emerges from his claim that the medium has a privileged relationship with
the real because it is founded on a mechanical process of reproduction. Film’s
capacity to reproduce nature may seem to distance it from the realm of spirit, yet
this understanding is challenged by Bazin’s own claim that photographic media
share in the being of their models and therefore, like ritualistic objects, transcend
mere mimesis. Due to this metaphysical valence, the photographic/cinematic
medium is then capable of yielding “true” rather than “surface” realism: that is,
“to give signiﬁcant expression of the world both concretely and its essence.”13 It
is in this act of distillation that, according to Cardullo, Bazin ﬁnds the “sacred”
goal of photographic imagery: “to render the reality of the universe and, through
its reality, its mystery-cum-musicality.”14
For Bazin, achieving “true” realism is contingent on a proper use of cinematic
language. Yet his conception of the medium’s appropriate spiritual aesthetics is
characteristically vague, which is why Cardullo claims that with Bazin “it would be
more suitable to speak of ﬁlmic ‘realisms’ than of a single deﬁnitive realist mode.”15
Following Bazin’s premature death at the age of forty, however, this openness was
traded in for a narrower deﬁnition of spiritual ﬁlm aesthetics, founded on one
aspect of his thought: the penchant for stylistic austerity whereby “sentimentality
is eschewed in favor of ﬁlmic reality and transparence.”16 This move, initially
performed by Bazin’s collaborators Henri Agel and Amédée Ayfre in France and
by occasional ﬁlm critics Susan Sontag and Paul Schrader in the United States,
forged a relatively consistent discourse on what constitutes a spiritual ﬁlm style.
The basic premise common to this discourse is that the holy has a hidden
presence within the real: what Ayfre described as an “immanent transcendence,
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or even [. . .] radical invisibility,”17 and for Agel was “a pure point, a center of life.”18
Though the holy remains a fundamental Other to our known reality, ﬁlmic art
was conceived by these and other thinkers as capable of capturing its traces—as
disclosing, in Michael Bird’s words, “those spaces and those moments in culture
where the experience of ﬁnitude and the encounter with the transcendent dimension
are felt and expressed within culture itself.”19 Yet to achieve this aim, ﬁlm had to
immerse itself within visible reality, rather than provide a distraction from it. As
Ayfre once stated, it should not attempt to shape real materials in such a way as
to convey a message. Rather ﬁlm should show the “things themselves” and “ask
what they manifest through themselves.”20
To achieve this goal, however, ﬁlmmakers had to use a particular formal
language, one founded on the subtraction of all those elements which the medium
adds to reality: what Schrader called a “stylization of elimination,” intent on
providing “a meticulous representation of the dull, banal commonplaces of everyday
living.”21 The paradigmatic example for this style gradually came to be found in
the works of French cineaste Bresson. The ﬁlmmaker’s use of nonprofessional
actors, and his demand that they do not “act” or exhibit clear psychological
motivation, attracted particular attention; Ayfre, for one, argued that this
“increasing tendency towards inexpressiveness”22 allows characters to “express
precisely that which is beyond expression.”23 Another element to be subtracted
in Bresson’s ﬁlms is narrative action. Thus Sontag remarked that Bresson makes
his ﬁlms antidramatic by reducing suspense, ending scenes before catharsis, and
eliding anecdotal information that could encourage emotional identiﬁcation.24
Additionally, he imposes stasis on character behavior: or in Schrader’s words,
for Bresson, “given a selection of inﬂections, the choice is monotone; a choice of
sounds, the choice is silence; a choice of actions, the choice is stillness.”25 These
measures are complemented formally by an austere décor, resolutely inanimate
or stubbornly slow camerawork, and ﬂat and frontal mise-en-scène. The desired
result of this strategy is that attention is taken away from plot development and
directed toward the imaged reality, now seen as a sacred zone where “the invisible
is suggested more than it is represented.”26
Through elimination, the spiritual style aspires toward transparency. But
what is revealed through this translucent screen? Several writers spoke of a
mysterium tremendum that lurks within ﬁlmic reality—a “poetic and vibrant
world, ripe with mystery.”27 Others intimated a more concrete apparition that
seems to originate unexpectedly from somewhere “wholly other”: what Schrader
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deﬁnes as a “decisive action,” that is, “an incredible event within the banal reality
which must by and large be taken on faith.”28 Whether manifesting itself in
ﬂeeting mystery or palpable sign, however, the conjured presence is read by film
theorists as affirming the holy, and through it, certain basic theological axioms.
Such affirmation is seen as necessary for the style to achieve its mission. There
can be no half-hearted measures here; any sign of equivocality is marked as a
failure, as when Schrader chastises Dreyer’s work for having “a consistent thread
of ambiguity,” and interprets it as an indication of the ﬁlmmaker’s “fundamental
doubts about the nature of the Transcendent in life and art.”29
It is in this demand for afﬁrmation that one ﬁnds the proselytizing kernel
of the theory on spiritual ﬁlm aesthetics. Concurrently, it is there that one also
locates a limitation to this theorization, which the aforementioned theorists
tended to understate. This limitation is rendered visible when we ask: Could it be
possible to deﬁne an ambiguous use of the spiritual style in less pejorative terms?
Since it is associated with the holy, the spiritual style can function as a tool for
afﬁrmation but also as a powerful steppingstone for critique—powerful, because
it arrives from within the realm of spirituality rather than from without. As such,
it can productively open up questions about the holy, the nature of its supposed
veriﬁcation, and cinema’s potential contribution to its understanding. This critical
capacity may not have been of primary interest to cineastes such as Bresson or
Ozu, but it has captured the attention of some of their current followers. One
such ﬁlmmaker is Avishai Sivan.

The Wanderer: Verifying God through Pain and Violence

Though not arriving from the religious world, multimedia artist Sivan was always
fascinated with the faith of observant Jews,30 and consequently chose to situate
his directorial debut, The Wanderer, within a Judaic setting. The ﬁlm, however,
does not amount to a paean to religious life. At the center of this work stands
Yitzhak, an adolescent ultra-Orthodox (“Haredi”) Jew who lives with his parents
in a religious enclave outside Tel Aviv. Forced out of the strict Haredi routine
by debilitating abdominal pains, Yitzhak acquires new awareness of the stiﬂing
nature of his surroundings. From this new position, he then embarks on a journey
toward greater corporeal liberation, which ﬁrst takes the form of incessant
wandering through metropolitan streets and then transitions into the rape of
an unsuspecting woman. Through this journey the viewers are thus exposed to a
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portrait of Judaic-Israeli society as founded on repression and violence, speciﬁcally
in the context of sexuality.
In depicting Yitzhak’s tale, Sivan drew his inspiration from Robert Bresson,
the director he most admires.31 Accordingly, the ﬁlm carries the staples of the
spiritual style: the use of nonactors to foreground “inexpressiveness”; the subversion of suspense so as to create a relatively antidramatic narrative; the removal
of clear psychological motivation as a means of “emptying out” characters; the
deployment of a subdued mise-en-scène and lethargic bodily gestures, captured
through extended static shots that foreground physical textures. These formal
attributes work to support the aforementioned critical vision of Haredi society as
fundamentally repressive. The inert and vacuous performances reveal repression to
be ingrained within Haredi physicality, and the antidramatic structure and use of
nonactors intimate that this impression is “authentic.” The choice to shoot both
indoor and outdoor scenes from a stationary third-person camera perspective,
in turn, further emphasizes the inhibited manner of Haredi corporeal behavior
and implicates the audience in the operation of Haredi panopticism.
This type of symptomatic reading of Yitzhak’s journey, which situates narrative
and formal choices in a sociocultural context, is extremely valuable in illuminating
the ﬁlm’s ideological operation, as I have argued elsewhere.32 Yet it would be
wrong to reduce The Wanderer to its social commentary. For as Haviva Pedaya
explains in her study of the subject, Judaic wandering always transpires along two
axes: horizontally, where the wanderer relates to societal demands; and vertically,
where the wanderer relates to God.33 It is this latter axis that is underrepresented
in a strictly sociocultural reading of Yitzhak’s narrative, but may be crucial for
understanding the ﬁlm’s overall project, especially in connection to its use of
the spiritual style. In exploring this trajectory, an obvious starting point may be
the question: Why must Yitzhak’s journey be linked to pain and violence? A
possible answer may instruct us on the relationship between the protagonist’s
corporeal development and the presumed nature of divine revelation, as well as
on the spiritual style’s capacity to elicit or undermine devotion.
In her seminal study The Body in Pain (1985), literary scholar Elaine Scarry
sought to articulate through corporeal terms the interdependency between humans
and their God. Looking at the Old Testament, Scarry returns to the traditional
Hebraic equation of human with body and God with voice. Within this paradigm,
“the physical and the verbal run side by side, one above the other, as two distinct
or at least distinguishable horizontal ribbons of occurrence.” Here the presence
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of the Hebraic God in human life is imagined not via its materialization in bodily
form but only through the results of His commands, particularly in relation to two
sites of human action: reproduction and wounding. The signiﬁcance of this insight
resides for Scarry in the fact that, within both sites, the body in transformation
serves to bridge the gap between the two ribbons of occurrence. Hence,
the Word is never self-substantiating: it seeks its conﬁrmation in a visible change
in the realm of matter. The body of man is self-substantiating: iteration and
repetition (the material re-assertion of the fact of their own existence) is the
most elemental form of substantiating the thing (existence, presence, aliveness,
realness) that is repeated. But the body is able not only to substantiate itself but
to substantiate something beyond itself as well: [. . .] the existence, presence,
aliveness, realness of God.34

While in the creation of the physical world one could ﬁnd conﬁrmation of the
existence of God, it is in the continued reshaping of this world—and especially,
in its human bodies—that His providence is supposedly made traceable. Scarry
contends that, of the two types of reshaping, violence, at least in the Old Testament,
allows God’s presence to be more palpably felt. “In the scenes of generation,” she
explains, “there is no ﬁxed path imaging the passage from the upper to the lower
ribbon: insofar as there is one, it must be improvised with each new instance of
generative afﬁrmation.” Scenes of wounding, however, provide a more consistent
and “easily available form of conceptualization”—the image of the weapon—to
connect the two ribbons.35 The manifestations of God’s presence as a weapon
often take place in scenes of doubt, where procreation ceases to satisfy humans
as proof of divine presence. “Unable to apprehend God with conviction,” Scarry
explains, “they will—after the arrival of the plague or the disease-laden quail or
the ﬁre or the sword or the storm—apprehend him in the intensity of the pain
in their own bodies, or in the visible alteration in the bodies of their fellows or
in the bodies (in only slightly different circumstances) of their enemies.” In these
instances of violence, then, the Scriptures “openly identify the human body as a
source of analogical veriﬁcation” and “speciﬁed forms of hurt [. . .] as demonstrations of His existence.”36
Following this logic, one sees that the biblical primal scene which connects
violence to the structures of doubt, veriﬁcation, and belief is that of the binding
of Isaac (Yitzhak). Abraham is asked to sacriﬁce his son to prove his faith. This
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proof, however, is not for the beneﬁt of God, who already knows the faithful from
the unfaithful. Rather, the proof is for Abraham, so that he may extinguish those
few remaining ﬂames of doubt burning inside him. Appropriately, veriﬁcation is
offered through an undeniable physical alteration—the mutilation of the child,
whose exposed entrails would overcome “the distance, dimness, and unreality
of God” to make “the dimly apprehended incontestably present.”37 Before this
cathartic climax, however, the scene ends abruptly, with God offering a ram as a
substitute object for substantiating violence. Yet even with this dislocation, the
impact of violent veriﬁcation remains so palpable that it is enough to reinforce
Abraham’s belief in the Almighty.
But what of the young Isaac? Faced with undergoing the ultimate test of God’s
reality through his own ﬂesh, was he left with no doubt as the blade moved from
him to the sacriﬁcial ram? Did he not secretly want further proof of his maker?
Since the Scripture hides the young boy from our sight, the question remains
unresolved.38 Yet it may be argued that this potential predicament, disavowed
within the Old Testament, becomes a major preoccupation for Isaac’s namesake,
the protagonist of The Wanderer. From the ﬁlm’s outset, the Haredi Yitzhak is
shown to be questioning godly existence. This doubt, however, should not be
confused with utter disbelief; if anything, by choosing to follow the path of pain
and wounding, Yitzhak does not attempt to assert the nonexistence of God but to
locate sources of veriﬁcation of His reality. Thus his movement from suffering to
inﬂicting pain may be seen as a way of overcoming doubt, of a gradual upping of
the ante in terms of embodiment so as to respond to an ever-increasing suspicion
that God does not exist. This process, however, fails to provide conclusive proof,
since the moment of “incontestably presencing” God never arrives in the aftermath
of the rape. Consequently, the ﬁlm’s conclusion makes clear that substantiation
through pain can be a questionable endeavor, if not for ethical concerns, then
for the basic (theological) reason that the realms of God and humans are largely
distinct: since God may never fully materialize, analogical veriﬁcation must be
repetitive, obsessive, and—when violence becomes the means to an end—costly.
How does one avoid an endless cycle of verifying-via-violence? Perhaps this
is what troubles Yitzhak’s mind during the ﬁnal moments of the ﬁlm. God’s
operation in the binding scene seems to suggest a possible solution, offering a
sacriﬁcial animal body to relieve the human corpus from the burden of veriﬁcation.
Another, less lethal solution to this problem, however, may be found in the category
of artifact. Thus artistic representations can function as “a substitute for man’s
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body which was originally itself a substitute for God’s body”;39 by their physical
existence, subject to a process of initial creation and continual alteration (additions, deteriorations), they facilitate “a materialization of God.”40 This solution
of an artiﬁcial intermediary may seem incongruent with Judaism’s prohibition
against image-making, but such a viewpoint ignores the fact that the Second
Commandment did not prevent Jews from developing an impressive visual
culture and making it “a signiﬁcant constituent of Jewish thought and identity.”41
As a product of this culture (though less committed to its religious tenets), The
Wanderer, an artistic rendering of extreme embodiment, may then be said to act
for its viewers, if only ﬂeetingly, like an artiﬁcial intermediary. But therein lies
the rub. Scarry’s arguments apply to graven images that have a material presence
in our reality. Films, however, occupy a different ontological ground, as they are
“made present in the mode of absence.”42 Consequently, we are left to wonder:
Can cinema act as a devotional medium, verifying God in moments of doubt?
A possible key to answering this question may be found in ﬁlm’s relationship
with the most ﬁnal of bodily alterations—death. Bazin, for one, was adamant
about the importance of this connection, which he deﬁned as “justif[ying] the
term [. . .] of cinematic speciﬁcity.”43 In his mind, cinema exists in relation to the
denial of mortality. Film can, if desired, present the moment of death only to
transcend it again and again; it can allow us to “desecrate and show at will the
only one of our possessions that is temporally inalienable: dead without a requiem,
the eternal dead-again of the cinema!”44 Yet what this assertion also makes clear
is that the ﬁlmic process of cheating death is performed at the price of bringing
spectatorial attention to death; and not only death per se but everything in ﬁlm
that, in the words of Serge Daney, “simulates death: the sexual act, metamorphosis.
More generally, the main nodes of a story, the decisive moments when, under
the impassive eye of the camera, something is unraveled, someone changes.”45
Film can therefore raise awareness to the passages and transformations of bodily
modes, and as such may be used by spectators as a platform for the analogical
veriﬁcation of God. The measure of awareness is contingent on the choice of
subject matter; hence ﬁlms that speciﬁcally deal with death may result in greater
spectatorial engagement with bodily transformations than those that do not. Yet
subject matter alone is not enough to make a spectator cognizant of corporeal
reality through ﬁlm. Aesthetics can work to render this reality tangible—and thus
amenable to use for overcoming doubt—or to dismiss it. For Bazin, Daney argues,
the basic aesthetic rule was that “we must not glide over the precise moment of
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transformation. It must be seen and ‘apprehended’; it must not be read or let
itself be imagined in the back and forth movement of montage.”46 To not abide
by this aesthetic rule, then, is equivalent to making death, or any other form of
bodily alteration, generalized and invisible.
The question of proper aesthetics subsequently affords us an opportunity
to return to The Wanderer and discuss the operation of its spiritual style. Sivan’s
decision to shoot the characters in extended uninterrupted shots, usually from
a distance, allows bodies to maintain their integrity of action in full view. Additionally, the “nonacting” goes against traditional cinema’s reality effect and
helps divert attention to human physiognomy. The minutiae of physicality and
its transformations are further highlighted through the minimalism of the ﬁlm’s
décor and mise-en-scène, which throw each gesture into sharp relief. Finally, the
insertion of gaps within the narrative, and the choice to exchange cuts-on-action
for shots that function as “standalone scenes,”47 undermine the ﬁlm’s linear ﬂow,
foreground the physical texture of the diegesis, and imbue it with mystery. Together
these characteristics function much as they do in a typical Bresson ﬁlm, which,
according to Steven Shaviro, “exalts whatever it encounters, raising everything to
its utmost level of carnal intensity, its highest possible degree of embodiment.”48
This description reminds us that the spiritual style is not merely a negation but
also an afﬁrmation of “things [. . .] in their absolute, asignifying immanence.”49
With Bresson, as with Sivan, such afﬁrmation would be interpreted by theorists
of the spiritual style as allowing things to be “just themselves but disclose more
than themselves,”50 and consequently as evoking for the spectator a comforting
vision of unity between the physical and metaphysical.
Yet this aesthetic strategy also carries with it certain drawbacks in eliciting
spectators’ devotion. Shooting from a distance, for example, can sometimes block
access to the particularities of imaged bodies. Similar distance is also created by the
relative avoidance of cutting, which can prevent cinema from penetrating reality
“like a surgeon [who] cuts into a patient’s body.”51 And ﬁnally, Sivan’s choice to
fashion character movements as lethargic also alienates from corporeal experience
by hiding the full range of bodily expression. As a result of these stylistic aspects,
particular bodies occasionally dissolve into a generalized form and consequently
foreground the cinematic signiﬁer’s intrinsic “absence”; they stop acting as palpable
efﬁgies, helpful proxies for the viewers’ physical body, and become imaginary and
abstract, thereby undermining the promise of God’s materialization established
by other elements of the ﬁlm’s style. In presenting scenes of pain and violence
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through the spiritual style, The Wanderer thus ends up highlighting this style’s
basic ambivalence vis-à-vis the project of analogical veriﬁcation: a simultaneous
desire to materialize God through the “things themselves” and the fear that such
materialization would fail by reducing holiness into profane matter. Like the
ﬁlm’s protagonist, this aesthetic strategy seems at odds with itself, unable—or
unwilling—to appease doubt entirely.
Bresson scholars may have implicitly recognized this ambivalence in the spiritual
style which The Wanderer emphasizes. It is for this reason, perhaps, that Schrader
asserted the importance of a “decisive action,” which countermands the style’s
proclivity toward absenting materiality with an undeniable physical presence.
Such an action, which allows corporeal transformation to be apprehended in its
utmost intensity, arguably appears only once in The Wanderer. The moment in
question, unique in its stylistic rendering, takes place during a scene at the ofﬁce of
Yitzhak’s doctor. Yitzhak is seen watching the doctor, and then suddenly fainting
and falling to the ﬂoor. The collapse is shot from the general direction of the
physician, and follows the transition into a loss of consciousness, only to cut after
Yitzhak has fallen; concurrently, the frame, centering on Yitzhak’s upper body
in medium range, begins to shake, as if in identiﬁcation with the protagonist’s
bodily transformation. Caught off-guard by this stylistic choice, the spectators
are impelled into recognizing the occurrence of two bodies. On the one hand,
there is Yitzhak’s body, whose unraveling is made tangible by the frame shaking.
On the other hand, however, there is the shaking frame that looks upon Yitzhak
rather than strictly represents his point of view, thereby indicating the existence
of another body: not the doctor’s, but that of the ﬁlm itself. The viewer, then,
comes to understand that Yitzhak’s body relies on the body of a ﬁlm to survive,
as if the two were connected by an invisible umbilical cord. Accordingly, each
side is affected by the connection: as Yitzhak breaks down, so does the ﬁlm; and
when the ﬁlm ends, Yitzhak is no more.
“An editor’s cut,” Sivan once noted in an interview, “resembles the guillotine—
one has to know where to cut, and when to let the frame breathe a while longer.”52
Nowhere is this statement more apropos than in relation to the cut that follows
Yitzhak’s collapse. The awareness of the two intertwined bodies—the represented
Yitzhak and the ﬁlm object that contains and sustains it—unexpectedly makes
them both appear in the ﬂesh; and as the cut arrives, the editor’s blade enters
deep. For an instant, it may even feel for the viewers like the guillotine’s sweep
can extend as far as their own bodies, resulting in some discomfort. It is in this
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moment of impact, where bodily transformation is effected on and off the screen,
that doubt could potentially ﬁnd appeasement. Its placement in a seemingly
inconsequential section near the ending of the ﬁlm—as opposed to the climactic
“decisive actions” of Bresson and Ozu—may work against this aim, and serve
as a deliberate manifestation of the ﬁlmmaker’s aforementioned ambivalence
regarding the possibility and value of veriﬁcation. In the diegetic world, at least,
this instance does not offer Yitzhak a pathway to deliverance, perhaps because it
seems to him insufﬁciently violent, inadequately corporeal; he thus is impelled
to continue wandering in search of other diegetic bodies whose pain may help
him overcome his misgivings. Yet for certain audience members who sense the
reverberation (and ampliﬁcation) of Yitzhak’s pain through a body of ﬁlm, this
brief instance may still seem powerful enough to support a position of faith.

Epilogue: Spiritual Aesthetics, Judaism, and Israeli Film

As a treatise on religious life, The Wanderer presents a grim perspective, in which
the struggle to maintain faith leads to a disastrous obsession with suffering and
inﬂicting pain. Thus envisaged, the ﬁlm seems to channel a basic mistrust that
has traditionally typiﬁed much of the Israeli-secular discourse on Judaic reality.
This criticism emerges from a more profound sense of doubt as to the existence
of God, which is sustained by the ﬁlm’s exposure of the spiritual style’s inherent
tensions in relation to scenes of extreme embodiment. Yet by sustaining these
tensions, The Wanderer also imparts the understanding that a critique of religious
reality is not necessarily equivalent to a denial of God. Rather, the ﬁlm seems
committed to showing that an effective critique can grow only from the bedrock
of doubt—and not of disbelief. For only by not foreclosing the possibility of
God’s existence can one truly come to grips with the social actions performed
in His name.
That Sivan is not the only contemporary Israeli ﬁlmmaker to use the spiritual
style in such a way53 makes the task of analyzing The Wanderer’s formal-theological
stance particularly important. Additionally, the fact that such a trend exists
within a distinctly Jewish context also forces us to contemplate its meaning in
relation to Judaic aesthetic thinking. Does the “spiritual style” represent a foreign
entity that is incorporated from outside Judaism so as to pollute it? If so, it is
not because the style transgresses the Second Commandment, since this edict,
as previously mentioned, has never entailed “a general and indiscriminate ban
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on visual images.”54 A more pertinent claim to the spiritual style’s “foreignness”
may be located in the fact that its theological and philosophical foundations were
decidedly Christian, as were the majority of scholars who shaped the discourse
around it. Does this mean, however, that the style should inevitably be deﬁned
as anti-Judaic? Does its claim to universality, inherent to the term “spiritual,” ﬁnd
its limit in relating to the Jewish faith? Such unequivocal assertions may seem
unwarranted, since the spiritual style’s mélange of the material and immaterial
does resonate with a certain Judaic approach to visualizing the holy. Contrary to
common understandings, God’s revelation in the Bible was not solely auditory, as
the Word was often preceded by a visual manifestation. This visual theophany, in
turn, oscillated between presence and absence so as to simultaneously maintain
the sanctity of divine transcendence (God as metaphysical) and immanence
(human being as God’s image).55 Much of Jewish visual culture maintained a
similar oscillation, especially in relation to the representation of the human ﬁgure.
In this respect, this tradition resisted bestowing on the represented ﬁgure a sense
of fullness, because that would indicate an attempt to replicate the completeness
of God or to reduce it to materiality. At the same time, it also did not want to
discard the human body and face altogether, because these carry the traces of
God’s visage. The result of this was the acceptance of an aesthetic rule whereby,
in the words of Lionel Kochan, “if any material entity is to symbolize God, it
must be of such a nature as both to disguise and reveal this relationship.”56 This
was often done by means of subtraction: by indicating in a visual fashion that the
represented object is somehow incomplete or lacking (what Melissa Raphael terms
as the “theology of the slashed nose,”57 in reference to the practice of severing the
noses of represented faces to create a distance between them and the complete
face of God).
The Kabbalah’s “seﬁrotic diagram” may serve as a productive illustration of
this aesthetic strategy. Medieval Kabbalah mystics did not shy away from an
anthropomorphic understanding of God as did contemporaneous mainline
Jewish lawmakers. Instead, they formulated a complex vision of God, the underlying principle of which, according to Gershom Scholem, was: “Ein-Sof, the
Inﬁnite—that is the concealed Godhead—dwells unknowable in the depth of its
own being, without form or shape. It is beyond all cognitive statements, and can
only be described through negation—indeed, as the negation of all negations. No
images can depict it, nor can it be named by any name. By contrast, the Active
Divinity has a mystical shape which can be conveyed by images and names.”58
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For Kabbalists, the most potent symbolic representation of the active divinity,
which combines both name and image, is the seﬁrot. While central to Kabbalah,
the seﬁrot system was never conceptualized in a uniﬁed way.59 It is often described
as a collection of ten “potencies” that make up the divine structure, as well as means
of divine emanation, through which holy light ﬂows from Ein-Sof and animates
creation. Though ﬂuid in nature, this structure nevertheless did not remain
merely as a conceptual formulation. Rather it was given form in the “seﬁrotic
diagram,” which became a principal feature of Jewish mystical ritual. At face
value the diagram seems too abstract to be deﬁned as ﬁgurative; yet upon closer
inspection, a visual correlation is revealed between it and both “the bilaterally
symmetrical human ﬁgure”60 and “an inverted Tree of Life.”61 This actualization
of harmonia mundi—the fusion of deity, nature, and humanity—via a relatively
ascetic visual motif connects the “seﬁrotic diagram” with the spiritual style and
its Christian art antecedents, as well as with the stripped-down visualizations
found in The Wanderer, and explains their shared ambivalence as responding to
the Janus-faced character of God as transcendent and immanent.
It may be a mistake, however, to claim that the diagram captures an essential
“Judaic visual aesthetic.” Though seldom providing a fully embodied image of God,
Judaic culture has nevertheless shown a remarkable variety in its visual representations, ranging from the abstract to the ﬁgurative.62 As a result, the current scholarly
consensus asserts, in Rapahel’s words, that “the essentialist, normative accounts
of Jewish art ignore irreconcilable differences and discontinuities between its
histories.”63 Concurrently, it may also be unproductive to reduce cinema’s spiritual
aesthetics to the singular model of the “spiritual style.” Indeed, several scholarly
works have recently attempted to undermine the dominance of this paradigm
and offer alternatives.64 A more inclusive approach to Judaic cinematic art may
therefore be required, since it allows us to imagine a broader spectrum of works
within the category of ﬁlmic spirituality.
Along these lines, we might count in this spectrum a group of Judaic-themed
Israeli ﬁlms that were made predominantly during the 1990s and represented a
supernatural order through spectacular means. These include Daniel Wachsmann’s
The Appointed (Hameyu’ad, 1990), which abounds in spontaneous combustions
that charge the plot’s major relationship—between an inﬂuential rabbi-mystic
and a Lilith-like vagabond—with uncanny valences; Hagai Levi’s Snow in August
(Sheleg B’August, 1993), the tale of a secular Israeli’s adventures in search of his lost
Haredi paramour, which culminates in the miraculous appearance of snowfall
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in the dead of summer; and Yossi Zomer’s Forbidden Love (Ahava Asura, 1997),
a modern rendition of S. Ansky’s Der Dybbuk, set in Israel’s ultra-Orthodox
community, which includes many fantastic moments, including a CGI-enhanced
vision of the Garden of Eden. These ﬁlms certainly do not fall within the ascetic
standards of the spiritual style but come closer to what Schrader deﬁned as
the “cinema of overabundant means.”65 This category, which is associated with
mainstream Hollywood aesthetics, is often derided by “spiritual style” theorists
for naturalizing—and by implication, cheapening—holiness. But, as Judith Wilt
argues, such criticism fails to consider the possibility that spectacular images are
not a continuation of Hollywood’s naturalizing effect so much as “ruptures in this
order” that expose the viewer to “the unsettling presence of a trickster god.”66 Thus
it is possible to entertain a theoretical position by which the aesthetic disturbance
of fantastic images within The Appointed, Snow in August, and Forbidden Love
can serve as a viable representation of holy presence.
Such a view is supported by Ronie Parciack in her account of Snow in August,
formulated not long after the ﬁlm’s release. In this ﬁlm, according to Parciack,
the ultra-Orthodox are presented as a “greedy totalizing institution”67 that lacks
genuine sentiment and true belief, attempting instead to (sinfully) appropriate
divine power from the transcendent to the worldly plane. They are often associated
with militant terminology and eschatological rhetoric, as well as with menacing
and bewildering physical spaces that resonate with the nightmarish visions of
German Expressionism. This negation of Israeli religious life, however, is countered
by the appearance of snow at the ﬁlm’s dénouement. This spectacular miracle, for
Parciack, comes to assert the existence of a metaphysical being, and the secular
need to believe in such a higher order of existence, in spite of being rooted in a
basic mistrust of religious practice.
Similar claims were made more recently—and retrospectively—by Shmulik
Duvdevani in relation to what he deﬁnes as the facets of “magical realism” in The
Appointed and Forbidden Love. In this context, Duvdevani notes that the appearance
of magical realism in Israeli ﬁlms of the 1990s countered decades in which Israel’s
cinema was committed to a strict regime of realism. This shift, for him, relates
to a challenge to the values of Zionism which subsisted Israeli cinema’s realistic
inclinations, and “reﬂects the move from a monolithic unicultural society to a
diverse multicultural one.”68 In relation to Judaism, the move to multiculturalism marked a greater acceptance of the religious lifestyles that Zionism once
marginalized as part of its strategy of “negating the diaspora.”69 Duvdevani does
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not deny that—like Snow in August—The Appointed and Forbidden Love also
mirror the popular secular view of the time, which deﬁned the religious sector
as “a real threat” in light of “the rise in the power of ultra-Orthodox political
parties [. . .] and the sense that they were subverting the secular Sabra character.”
Nevertheless, such criticism seems for him to be overshadowed by the greater
meaning of the ﬁlms’ return to “Diaspora culture,” especially in relation to their
reliance on the miraculous and magical, which ultimately serve to question “the
concept of nationalism and its correlation of cultural homogeneity,”70 as well as
to legitimize a religious lifestyle and an attendant belief in the holy.
As envisaged by Parciack and Duvdevani, then, these three ﬁlms from the
1990s seem to operate in much the same way as The Wanderer, which complicates
its social critique of Jewish-Israeli religious life by potentially afﬁrming God’s
presence. Yet this argument presupposes that, within the contemporary Israeli
context, the “spiritual style” and its FX-laden counterpart are accepted as equally
capable of evoking the holy within a religious-themed ﬁlm. Such a claim, however,
seems problematic, primarily because the “spectacular style” has been dismissed
by the Western discourse on ﬁlmic spirituality, which is still prominent in Israeli
thinking about cinema.71 In these ﬁlms, then, the ﬁlmmakers’ choice to employ
a spectacular style explicitly connotes a much-maligned tradition of the “grand
style” religious spectacular, and therefore seems geared more toward denying
a transcendental order than, as Parciack and Duvdevani suggest, asserting its
reality. Contrastingly, it could also be said that the use of the spiritual style in
The Wanderer signals a more consistent attempt at balancing rejections and
afﬁrmations of faith-based existence. As such, Sivan’s ﬁlm seems to respond to the
challenges of Israel’s present, where Judaic and secular realities, once conceived
as oppositional, have now become more intimately connected.72
As The Wanderer’s response to these challenges is grounded in ambivalence,
it is difﬁcult to determine what future vision of Israeli social reality it ultimately
wishes to articulate. It may be a future where the irresolution surrounding God’s
existence leaves secular and observant Israelis in a perpetual state of deadlock.
Indeed, the grim realities portrayed in the ﬁlm seem to point to no other direction.
Yet if read in light of the “seﬁrotic diagram,” The Wanderer also gestures toward
a remote prospect for reconciliation among these Israeli factions. The diagram,
after all, has been imagined as permitting the faithful, through ecstatic prayer, to
bridge the chasm between the tellurian and transcendent spheres, which is the
foundation for further divisions within the various parts of humanity itself. By
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taking on similar stylistic characteristics as the diagram, The Wanderer is thus
tacitly implicated in the latter’s Kabbalistic project of promoting harmony—of
enacting a tikkun olam, the “restoration or integration of all things to their
original condition.”73 In this respect, then, though occupying different positions
on divinity and its ultimate value, these ﬁlmic and graphic texts both aim to “[lift]
the veil at the horizon of the known” so as to help us entertain the possibility of
mending a fractured existence.
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